INTRODUCTION

Left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction (EF) is a basic instrumental parameter to classify heart failure (HF), assess survival prognosis and manage patients. Current standards of HF treatment are primarily based on dividing patients into categories of reduced and preserved LVEF. Until recently the cutoff for this division has been 45% [1]. However, in numerous clinical trials on the treatment of HF patients with reduced LVEF the inclusion criterion was predominantly LVEF less than 35 or 40%, which is the basis for the current guidelines on the use of several classes of drugs and devices. On the other hand, the study of HF with preserved LVEF included patients with more than 40%, 45%, or 50%. Considering this, the evidence base for the management of patients with mid-range LVEF is quite scarce. Initially the level of 40-49% was termed the «gray zone» [2], whereas in the recent guidelines of the European Cardiac Society for the Diagnosis and Treatment of HF it was defined as the «mid-range» LVEF [3].

According to European guidelines the appropriate diagnosis of HF with mid-range LVEF requires compliance with the following conditions: 1) symptoms and / or signs of HF; 2) LVEF 40-49%; 3) the level of B-natriuretic peptide ≥35 pg / ml or NT-pro-B-natriuretic peptide ≥125 pg / ml; 4) echocardiographic signs of structural heart disease: left ventricular hypertrophy - myocardial mass index> 115 g / m² in men and> 95 g / m² in women, left atrial dilatation - volume index ≥34 ml / m², or LV diastolic dysfunction - E / e'≥13 and average velocity e'<9 cm / s). The authors of recent European guidelines have drawn attention to the heterogeneity of clinical manifestations, treatment and prognosis of HF with mid-range LVEF [3].

It is important to identify the category of patients with “mid-range” LVEF values because this “gray zone” may be a stage of either improving or restoring LV systolic function, or its worsening [4]. According to the authors of Spanish observational study REDINSCOR II conducted on in-hospital patients with HF, «legitimizing» a new subgroup of patients with HF does not fundamentally change the existing approaches to risk stratification [5]. However, it provides a basis for further study and analysis of the features of development, diagnosis, and treatment of HF in patients with mid-range levels of LVEF. In which cases can the recognized approaches to the treatment of patients with reduced LVEF be extended to the patients of the mid-range category still remains a most important question. Answer to this question may change the ideology of using several classes of drugs and devices not only in terms of treatment, but also prevention of the progression of LV dysfunction and HF.

THE AIM

The aim of the publication was to review available data on epidemiology, pathophysiological and clinical aspects of HFmrEF as a specific HF pattern.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We carried out the analysis of the publications that appeared during last decade, related to the different aspects of HFmrEF. The literature search was conducted by use of Google Web Search and PubMed search engines by the following key words: heart failure, left ventricular ejection fraction, mid-range, as well as their combinations.
of HF with mid-range LVEF. While performing literature search, we took into consideration the results of certain landmark studies, published earlier than the pre-specified search period. The literature search was conducted by use of Google Web Search and PubMed search engines by the following keywords: heart failure, left ventricular ejection fraction, mid-range, as well as their combinations.

**REVIEW AND DISCUSSION**

**ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS**

HF can be caused by virtually any myocardial lesion, and determining the cause of the disease is crucial for its effective treatment. For example, among the patients with reduced LVEF prevail those with postinfarction cardiosclerosis, dilated cardiomyopathy, as well as diabetes mellitus and other cardiovascular risk factors [6]. On the other hand, HF with preserved LVEF is more likely to occur in elderly patients, women, and in hypertension [7]. Apparently, in a large part of patients the reduction of LVEF to its mid-range is a stage of progression of LV dysfunction after the onset of clinical manifestations of CAD, in particular. It is no coincidence that in one of the first publications this category was named “middle child” among patients with HF [8]. In various registry studies the proportion of patients with mid-range LVEF was between 13 and 24% of all HF patients [9-12]. In the GWTG-HF registry including over 40,000 in-hospital patients from 2005 to 2010 with both a downward tendency in proportion of HF patients with reduced LVEF and an upward tendency in proportion of HF patients with preserved LVEF, the proportion of HF patients with mid-range LVEF was virtually unchanged [13].

The development of HF with mid-range LVEF may be associated with diastolic and mild systolic dysfunction of the LV. In large OPTIMIZE-HF and ADHERE registry trials this category occupied an intermediate position between groups of patients with preserved and reduced LVEF [14, 15] by many clinical characteristics, prognosis, and treatment features. It should be emphasized that concomitant diseases such as atrial fibrillation, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, anemia, and kidney failure are often present in patients with mid-range LVEF [11]. In comparison with the category of reduced LVEF they are more likely to have higher blood pressure, whereas myocardial ischemia and diabetes occur more often compared to the patients with preserved LVEF [8].

**MECHANISMS OF DEVELOPMENT**

The number of specific studies on the pathophysiology of HF with mid-range LVEF is still limited. It is obvious that by the level of the brain natriuretic peptide and troponins the indicated category of patients occupies an intermediate place between the categories of reduced and preserved LVEF, while increasing level of biomarkers along with the progression of LV dysfunction is associated with the stretching of myocardial fibers [16]. The dynamics of the level of biomarkers, in particular, NT-pro-brain natriuretic peptide, may be a sensitive indicator of the survival prognosis of HF patients, including those with mid-range LVEF [17, 18].

Probably, variability of the LVEF index and its possible transition from one category to another is most important in determining specific aspects of patient’s management and predicting the course of the disease. First of all, it is logical to assume that the reduction of LVEF to the mid-range may be a stage in progression of left ventricular dysfunction and HF, with most patients initially developing HF with preserved LVEF. However, apart from the range of LVEF levels, there are no specific features that would distinguish the intermediate LVEF group from two other categories of patients with HF [19, 20]. In the GWTG-HF registry this category was similar to both “extreme” groups of patients (with reduced and preserved HF) by demographic characteristics, comorbidities, laboratory parameters, and frequency of neurohumoral modulators use, yet it was more similar to the cohort of patients with preserved LVEF [9]. However, CAD is more likely to be present in mid-range LVEF patients with HF than in patients with preserved LVEF. Moreover, the addition of ischemia may cause transition of patients from the category of preserved LVEF to the mid-range [21, 22]. Conversely, our findings indicate that myocardial revascularization make possible the transition of one third of patients from the mid-range to the preserved LVEF category [23].

In general, the results of registry studies show that basing risk stratification of adverse events in patients with HF solely on LVEF index has significant limitations [5, 21].

LVEF transition to the mid-range may also be a consequence of its decrease due to the reverse factors. For example, in patients with atrial fibrillation, LVEF is often reduced during an arrhythmic episodes, but may recover after a sinus rhythm is restored. It is well known that in most patients with both atrial fibrillation and HF arrhythmia is a main driving force of the onset or progression of HF [24]. On the other hand, in the presence of adequate management of a patient with HF and reduced LVEF an increase in LVEF can be often observed. This parameter reaches the “plateau” (in many cases it is in the mid-range) and can remain relatively stable over a long period of time in patients compliant to the necessary treatment [25, 26]. Conditions in which the likelihood of LV reverse remodeling is particularly high are tachycardiomypathy, peripartum cardiomyopathy, thyrotoxicosis, active myocarditis, resistant arterial hypertension, left bundle branch block, effect of cardiotoxic chemotherapy [27]. Prescription of rational therapy in such patients makes possible the restoration of LVEF and their transition to the group of the preserved LVEF.

Thus, the ways for a patient to “fall” into the category of mid-range LVEF might vary: 1) as a stage of heart disease progression; 2) potentially reverse moderate decrease in LVEF; 3) partially restored LV function in patients with decreased LVEF baseline (Fig. 1).

According to the University of Washington HF registry, 73% of patients with mid-range LVEF demonstrated...
HEART FAILURE WITH MID-RANGE LEFT VENTRICULAR EJECTION FRACTION

There are no specific recommendations in the European guidelines for the management of HF patients with mid-range LVEF. However, since these patients were predominantly enrolled in the treatment of HF with preserved LVEF, experts suggest that the principles of their treatment should be similar to those for patients with preserved LVEF prior to obtaining the appropriate evidence base [3]. On the other hand, the choice of therapeutic agents should be made from the standpoint of prevention of HF progression and blood circulation decompensation caused by transition of patients to the category of reduced LVEF. Obviously, the basis for treatment should be drugs usually recommended for patients with reduced LVEF, namely renin-angiotensin system blockers, beta-blockers and antagonists of mineralocorticoid receptors. Moreover, in many cases, given the severity of decompensation, the presence of resistant arterial hypertension, concomitant atrial fibrillation, and other HF progression predictors, the therapy with neurohumoral modulators may be initiated prior to the reduction of LVEF to critical level - less than 40% or 35%. It is logical to assume that preventive use of drugs proven to be effective in HF patients with reduced LVEF may in many cases modify the course of the disease and slow HF progression rate in patients with mid-range LVEF. It is of particular importance to evaluate causes of HF and to consider its interventional treatment in the presence of CAD. The analysis of individual clinical features may determine the feasibility of using devices in individual patients with mid-range LVEF.

Given the absence of specific evidence base for the management of mid-range LVEF patients, the main source of information so far have been retrospective analyses of data from previously conducted studies. In particular, in the CHARMM-Preserved study candesartan reduced the risk of hospitalizations due to HF in patients with mid-range LVEF similar to the category of patients with reduced LVEF [30]. Analysis of the results of the TOPCAT study showed that spironolactone was effective at LVEF levels of 45-49% [31]. In a meta-analysis of 11 clinical studies in patients with mid-range LVEF, the effect of beta-blockers was similar to that with reduced LVEF. Moreover, on the background of treatment an increase in LVEF and a favorable effect on the prognosis for patients’ survival was observed [32]. Apparently, these retrospective data may provide a basis for further prospective randomized trials.

A promising direction in the evolution of modern HF treatment is the use of biomarkers to evaluate treatment effectiveness. In a TIME-CHF study, treatment based on NT-pro-B-natriuretic peptide level assessment in dynamics showed that spironolactone was effective at LVEF levels of 45-49% [31]. In a meta-analysis of 11 clinical studies in patients with mid-range LVEF, the effect of beta-blockers was similar to that with reduced LVEF. Moreover, on the background of treatment an increase in LVEF and a favorable effect on the prognosis for patients’ survival was observed [32]. Apparently, these retrospective data may provide a basis for further prospective randomized trials.

PREVENTION OF HEART FAILURE PROGRESSION

There are no specific recommendations in the European guidelines for the management of HF patients with mid-range LVEF. However, since these patients were predominantly enrolled in the treatment of HF with preserved LVEF, experts suggest that the principles of their treatment should be similar to those for patients with preserved LVEF prior to obtaining the appropriate evidence base [3]. On the other hand, the choice of therapeutic agents should be made from the standpoint of prevention of HF progression and blood circulation decompensation caused by transition of patients to the category of reduced LVEF. Obviously, the basis for treatment should be drugs usually recommended for patients with reduced LVEF, namely renin-angiotensin system blockers, beta-blockers and antagonists of mineralocorticoid receptors. Moreover, in many cases, given the severity of decompensation, the presence of resistant arterial hypertension, concomitant atrial fibrillation, and other HF progression predictors, the therapy with neurohumoral modulators may be initiated prior to the reduction of LVEF to critical level - less than 40% or 35%. It is logical to assume that preventive use of drugs proven to be effective in HF patients with reduced LVEF may in many cases modify the course of the disease and slow HF progression rate in patients with mid-range LVEF. It is of particular importance to evaluate causes of HF and to consider its interventional treatment in the presence of CAD. The analysis of individual clinical features may determine the feasibility of using devices in individual patients with mid-range LVEF.

Given the absence of specific evidence base for the management of mid-range LVEF patients, the main source of information so far have been retrospective analyses of data from previously conducted studies. In particular, in the CHARMM-Preserved study candesartan reduced the risk of hospitalizations due to HF in patients with mid-range LVEF similar to the category of patients with reduced LVEF [30]. Analysis of the results of the TOPCAT study showed that spironolactone was effective at LVEF levels of 45-49% [31]. In a meta-analysis of 11 clinical studies in patients with mid-range LVEF, the effect of beta-blockers was similar to that with reduced LVEF. Moreover, on the background of treatment an increase in LVEF and a favorable effect on the prognosis for patients’ survival was observed [32]. Apparently, these retrospective data may provide a basis for further prospective randomized trials.

A promising direction in the evolution of modern HF treatment is the use of biomarkers to evaluate treatment effectiveness. In a TIME-CHF study, treatment based on NT-pro-B-natriuretic peptide level assessment in dynamics allowed to reduce the risk of hospital admission due to HF in patients with mid-range LVEF, similar to HF with reduced LVEF [33]. At the same time, treatment with sacubitril / valsartan did not significantly lower rate of total hospitalizations for HF and death from cardiovascular causes among patients with HF and LVEF of 45% or higher, compared to valsartan, in recently completed PARAGON-HF (NCT01920711) study [34]. Yet, further analyses will help to determine which patients with HF and mid-range or preserved LVEF might benefit most from sacubitril / valsartan.
Compared to HF with reduced LVEF, patients with mid-range LVEF are less likely to receive diuretics, beta-blockers, mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors and sartans [3, 35]. Experts of the American Heart Association recommend to consider the appropriateness of prescribing mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists to HF patients and those with LVEF > 45% in order to reduce the number of hospital admissions and diuretics - to eliminate congestive manifestations [36]. At the same time, one should perform the search and correction of background cardiovascular diseases, more specifically, CAD and uncontrolled arterial hypertension, as well as other concomitant pathologies: DM, chronic kidney disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases. Their treatment is an important component of HF treatment with mid-range LVEF, similar to HF with preserved LVEF [10, 37].

**DYNAMICS OF EJECTION FRACTION AND TREATMENT DURATION**

LVEF changes are a sensitive indicator of disease progression or, conversely, a possible consequence of its effective treatment. The existing body of evidence allows to suggest that LVEF dynamics is more closely related to the survival of patients than LVEF baseline level. In particular, the transition of patients from mid-range category to that of reduced LVEF is associated with a worse prognosis than maintaining the baseline level or LVEF restoration to normal rates [6, 35]. In the OPTIMIZE-HF study, mortality was 3.9% in patients with reduced LVEF, 3.0% in the mid-range, and 2.9% in HF patients with preserved LVEF [38].

According to the data of meta-analysis conducted in more than 40,000 HF patients, the risk of death progressively increased with a decrease in LVEF for every 5-10% in the category of patients with LVEF below 40%, but did not differ significantly in the subgroups of patients with LVEF 40 or more % [6]. In contrast, chronic kidney disease has been a strong predictor of survival prognosis in patients with mid-range LVEF or with preserved LVEF [39].

In a recently published analysis of the Swedish registry data, all patients were divided into three groups depending on the LVEF index: 50% or more, 40-49%, and less than 40% [40]. The study analyzed the dependence of LVEF dynamics on the background diseases and conditions such as hypertension, CAD, the possibility of LVEF changes and its effect on the number of hospital admissions and patient mortality. In the cohort of 886 patients there was a transition of patients with preserved LVEF to other categories over the course of the study: 25% demonstrated increased LVEF, 38% transitioned to the «gray zone», 37% - LVEF became less than 40%. Ischemic heart disease was a predictor of unfavorable LVEF dynamics, and the favorable one was arterial hypertension. On the contrary, LVEF remained unchanged in 16% of 937 patients with mid-range LVEF; in 10% it increased to 50% or more, and in 75% decreased to less than 40%. At the same time in patients with reduced and mid-range LVEF transition to the category of LVEF over 50% was associated with a lower risk of hospital admission and mortality.

Importantly, favorable LVEF dynamics allows one to hope for a better course of disease and survival prognosis for patient, as demonstrated in one of the retrospective cohort studies involving 2166 HF outpatients [41]. At three-year follow-up LVEF improvement or recovery in HF patients was associated with lower mortality, fewer adverse cardiovascular events, and hospital admissions. This aspect is fully confirmed for the category of patients with mid-range LVEF: the course of disease and survival prognosis are better in the subcategory of «restored» LVEF (in patients who have previously demonstrated reduced LVEF) compared with those with no favorable LVEF dynamics [26].

Whether it is feasible to continue to take neurohumoral modulators after patient’s transition to the category of mid-range or preserved LVEF when formal indicators for the use of these drugs disappear remains controversial. According to the Penn Heart Failure Study, patients whose LVEF has restored up to more than 50% were similar in terms of their characteristics to HF patients with reduced LVEF, the category from which they have progressed to a «better» condition [42]. Despite improvements in LVEF, processes characteristic of neurohumoral activation, myocardial damage, and systemic inflammation persisted in a large share of patients. Therefore, patients with recovered LVEF remain at high risk of further LVEF reduction and HF decompensation [43]. In a recent study global longitudinal strain in patients with the so-called "HF with recovered LVEF " has made it possible to identify a group of individuals at an increased risk of recurrent LVEF reduction [44]. In this respect it has been suggested to characterize such patients as those with "HF with better LVEF than before" - rather than "with recovered LVEF " (if the level is ≥50%) or "with improved LVEF" (40-49%).

There are two subpopulations in the mentioned category: patients with the risk of further deterioration ("myocardial remission"), as well as patients with stable recovery of functional status of the myocardium. In addition, in some patients it is possible to expect further increase of LVEF to normal level (Fig. 2).

Existing body of evidence suggests that in the event of transition from reduced to mid-range or mid-range to preserved LVEF there should be no rush in discontinuing drugs that helped a patient to overcome decompensation stage, since the risk of relapse in such patients increases sharply. This was confirmed by the pilot TRED-HF study [45] where patients with non-ischemic cardiomyopathy were randomized into two equal groups: one in which treatment was discontinued immediately after stabilization and the second one which continued the treatment for the next 6 months. The results of the study showed that the risk of relapse after discontinuation of treatment increases by 44%, whereas no such case was recorded in the treatment group. Therefore, in any case, there is no need to speed up discontinuation of neurohumoral modulators, which helped to overcome the manifestations of decompensation.
and increase LVEF rate. Duration of intake of each of the used drugs should be determined individually.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The category of patients with mid-range LVEF (40-49%) covers up to a quarter of all patients with HF and is characterized by heterogeneity of etiological factors and mechanisms of development. Such patients demonstrate multidirectional dynamic of systolic heart function with the possibility of transition to the category of reduced or preserved LVEF. LVEF changes are a more sensitive indicator of disease progression and prognosis than the baseline LVEF. Patients with mid-range LVEF need to be evaluated individually for the use of neurohumoral modulators in order to prevent further LV dysfunction progression and repeated decompensation of HF.
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